
Common law “Agency Relationships” section in the APS

AGENCY RELATIONSHIP

12. The Seller and the Buyer acknowledge having received, read and understood
the brochure entitled “Working With
acknowlege and confirm as follows:

(a) The Seller does does not have an agency relationship with

__________________________________________________________
BROKERAGE

and _______________________________________________________
BROKERAGE REPRESENTATIVE

(b) The Buyer does does not have an agency relationship with

__________________________________________________________
BROKERAGE

and _______________________________________________________
BROKERAGE REPRESENTATIVE

(c) The Buyer and the Seller acknowledge that upon signing this Agreement
they will have consented to a Transaction Brokerage relationship with

__________________________________________________________
BROKERAGE

and _______________________________________________________
BROKERAGE REPRESENTATIVE

and _______________________________________________________
BROKERAGE REPRESENTATIVE

have signed or agree to sign a separate Transaction Brokerage Agreement.                            
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Simple Agency
The seller is represented by one brokerage and the buyer 
is represented by another brokerage.

Buyer Customer
The seller is represented by the brokerage and the buyer 
is a customer.

Seller Customer 
The buyer is represented by the brokerage and the seller 
is a customer.

Transaction Brokerage 
The buyer and the seller are both represented by the bro-
kerage (same licensee or two licensees).

Client Brokerage

written service
agreement

•  agency relationship is 
with brokerage

•  all licensees in the 
brokerage act as 
agent of client

•  brokerage fulfills all 
agency duties

•  ensures policies and 
procedures are being 
followed

One or more 
Industry Members 

from the same 
brokerage involved 
in the same transac-

tion: CONFLICT

Agency Relationships section
In common law agency, the agency is between the client 
and the brokerage. Under common law agency, all licens-
ees within the brokerage are deemed to know all relevant 
transaction information about principals (buyers and sell-
ers with whom the brokerage has an agency relationship).
The licensee that writes the offer completes the Agency 
Relationship section of the Agreement of Purchase and 
Sale for both parties. The following examples demon-
strate the four possible ways to complete the Agency sec-
tion based on the relationships the buyer and seller hold 
with the brokerage(s). If the agency relationship status of 
the seller is unknown, i.e. whether the seller is a client or 
a customer, contact the brokerage advertising the listing 
and ask. 


